Case study
Plastica
Plastica cut
costs by £25,000
per annum and
streamlined
multiple business
processes
Plastica Limited is the UK’s leading
independent manufacturer
and supplier of swimming pool
products. Based in Hastings,
the company’s reputation for
high quality, competitively
priced products is founded on its
knowledge and understanding
of the wet leisure market and
its friendly, helpful staff.
Plastica had been using the same
software for over 10 years. During
this time, the company had grown
considerably but no improvements
were made to their software to keep
up with its growth. The software was
unreliable, with the number of systems
errors increasing every day.
“It was difficult to navigate and simple
processes such as raising a purchase
order were complex and very time
consuming” says Ian Warne, Plastica’s
Financial Director. Plastica wasted
a lot of time on drawn out processes,
which was becoming detrimental to
the business. Furthermore, as the
time necessary to fix the errors
and carry out simple processes
increased, so did the costs. The
licensing and maintenance costs of the
underperforming software were huge,
which was another concern for Plastica.

Key benefits
• Cut licensing and maintenance costs by
£25,000 per annum
• Streamlined business processes
• Increased efficiency and productivity
• Freed up management time.

After further investigation, it became
apparent that multiple spreadsheets
were being used across the business
and therefore business data was
inaccurate and often duplicated.
“The software did not produce
automated standard business reports
and therefore critical information that
was needed in order to make business
decisions wasn’t available to us”
Ian adds.
The escalating problem of long,
complex processes and inaccurate
reporting led Plastica to search for
a more efficient software solution.
However, they did not have time or
expertise to manage the process
in-house and they wanted to gain
an independent second opinion from
outside the business to challenge
and improve business processes.

“We approached a number of companies
but Sentis came out on top as they offered
the best service for the most reasonable
cost” says Ian. Ian was pleased with the
service from the outset. “Sentis provided
all the support we needed to be able
to select the best software solution and
vendor. They took the time to understand
our business, our processes and the issues
that needed to be resolved”, he continues.
Sentis quickly identified Plastica’s exact
software and vendor requirements.
As part of this, Sentis prepared a full
Invitation to Tender (ITT) that captured all
their specific requirements and included
information that Plastica would have
missed out on. “Sentis acted as a first point
of contact for the vendors and managed
the entire process so I could focus on daily
operations, which saved a huge amount
of time” Ian highlights.

“Sentis Managed
Solutions provided all the
support we needed to
be able to select the best
software solution and
vendor. They took the
time to understand our
business, our processes
and the issues that
needed to be resolved.”

Key client facts
Employees: 110
Description: Leading manufacturer
and supplier of swimming pool products
Industry: Manufacturing
Location: Hastings, UK
Operating: AX 2012, CRM 2011, RFSmart,
Sana Ecommerce

Sentis’ consultants subsequently
brought together heads from across
the business to form a central team
which was crucial to the project’s
success as we were able to identify
the software requirements of each
department to form an integrated
software solution.
Sentis’ expertise meant that old
business processes were challenged
and streamlined at the beginning
of the project, prior to new software
selection and implementation. Sentis
helped Plastica select the perfect
vendor and software solution,
and oversaw the final contract
negotiations. The new software
solution will improve business
infrastructure and will streamline
business processes, saving a huge
amount of time.
Customised reporting means Plastica
will finally be able to base business
decisions on accurate and complete
information, available within seconds
rather than hours. Ian adds: “We also
anticipate a substantial saving once
the software has been live for a few
months due to streamlined processes,
accurate reporting and significantly
less paperwork.
“From the first visit, Sentis understood
our business, the challenges we
faced and quickly suggested a
total software solution that has
streamlined our business processes
and exceeded all our expectations.

I would happily recommend them
to other businesses that need help
managing the process of selecting
and implementing new software”.
Plastica made an immediate saving
of £25,000 due to reduced licensing
and maintenance costs.

“We approached a
number of companies
but Sentis Managed
Solutions came out
on top as they offered
the best service for the
most reasonable cost.”

About Sentis
At Sentis, we don’t believe in ‘standard IT’. We do
believe that where IT plays a critical role in the
operation of your business, then it’s vital to make
sure IT supports your business strategy.
That’s why we work to really understand your
business in order to help you get the most from the
technology and people available. And because every
business is different we understand that what works
for one won’t necessarily work for another.
Equally we know that most businesses simply want
their IT to work, without getting too involved in the
finer detail. So, we take the ‘tech out of technology’
by explaining things in simple terms and getting right
to the benefits, without getting hung up on features.
We have a dedicated team of experts in the office
and out on the road, offering helpline and on-site
support to keep your business moving should your IT
let you down. The whole team is totally committed to
delivering excellent customer service, without baffling
anyone with tech talk.

Our range of technical specialists includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical Solutions Specialists
Implementation Management
Support Analysts
Senior Consultants
Data Centre Specialists
Project Managers

As an independent company, we are not tied to any
hardware or software vendors, so are always able
to recommend exactly what is right for you. Our
cloud based services are delivered via data centre
locations in Leeds, Newbury and London.
Our individual approach, a broad range of
technical expertise (in plain English) coupled with
excellent customer service and no limitations on the
technology we can offer makes Sentis a true partner.

www.sentisms.com
St Helens Chamber, Salisbury Street, St Helens, WA10 1FY
Tel: 0800 652 0804

